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When we share images at a meeting, there seem to be three categories over the last few years Subject, Story and Methods. The first has included Winter Light, Signs of Spring and Wildflowers. The
second category used A Story in Three Images and Mystery for example. Within the final category, we
have explored both creative and technical details. There's been camera movement and framing the
subject, to name just two. It seems our July theme of Current Projects fits mostly in Story and Subject
descriptors. It is reviewed beginning on page 2 as Current Projects (in three images).
At our August meeting, we have a discussion about using our mobile phones for photography. This was
triggered by the brief spirited discussion at the last meeting about phone photography. The technology,
iOs and Android apps, and accessories have evolved greatly since phone cameras were introduced. Our
meeting will involve a discussion among the group sharing tips, recommendations, and experiences for
getting the most out of our most mobile camera. Rather than sharing images on a creative theme, we're
looking for useful tips, and also examples of phone images showing either successful or failed results.
Also welcome are short lists of do's and don'ts, or lists of preferred apps are welcome.
Closing the newsletter is the idea of beginning the search for an image without a camera. Sometimes, a
hike without a camera frees us up to unexpected subjects and to more forethought before creating a
photo. With just a cell phone camera, we are also moved to think more about wide angle images with
unusual perspective.

Next Meeting:
Current Projects ………………….… 2

Thursday, August 5 at 7:00 PM

Seeing Without a Camera ………... 8

CNP meetings will be

Membership Notes …………………..11

using Zoom. See email for details.
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Image Fill: Gretel Pelto 2020

Muhammad Arif opened our sharing. Here is a finely composed sunset over Cayuga Lake. He pointed
out how the alignment of the moored boats was important. Beginning one's view at the brightest place,
the sun's starburst, the boats are taking the eye in the natural direction. It's a three image HDR that
avoids the hyped nature so often seen. Nicely done.

Bob Horn shared his
project to show the fox
kits starting life near his
home. The most striking
image was a kit
seemingly playing peeka-boo with Bob. It
conveys the idea of
foxes being shy, tho'
Bob reported kits are
otherwise. Thanks!
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Jim Lassoie
explored using
the moon in a
layer stack. This
one projected
mystery to the
viewer. It
appears there
are multiple
moon images
dithered about
the frame. How
would the
impact have
been if it was
one larger
moon? Nice
composition.

Ken Hill's project was from his first trip to Acadia National Park. This slow exposure at Schoodic
Peninsula captured powerful of the surf during the golden hour. It's arguably the best place in the park.
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Eugene Kolomatsky also used multiple images to
create another mysterious image. It puzzled
most of us. Hint: Think of a plastic culvert pipe.
Most of us miss travel during the pandemic, yet
look at the interesting material at our feet. It is
interesting how the gravel in the second image
merges with the cylindrical interior of the pipe to
suggest the pipe is a stone wall.

Randi Millman-Brown made an image using a
Polaroid pack to capture an image. Then she
manually deconstructed it to lift the emulsion layer
and then float it on a (watercolor?) paper. The
result seems more difficult to predict than any of
the camera movement methods introduced in Tony
Sweet's recent CNP program. In the past there
were creative images made by applying a stylus to
the film pack to smear parts of the image. This
seems to take one to a new level of unexpected
results.
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Kathy Rasmussen was pursuing garden
subjects with minimalist backgrounds that
yielded uncluttered results. We'd
discussed interest in this at the start of the
meeting, and Kathy's works appropriately
showed the beauty of that. Nature often
makes it difficult to isolate our subject, but
this image shows its strength. Maybe that
will soon be a theme.

Nancy Ridenour was understandably looking
in her gardens. She eagerly anticipates the
water lilies blooming each summer. This is a
very nice composition with the reflection of a
blue sky and an array of lily pads surrounding
the first bloom. The vertical spray of stalks on
the left provide a nice direction to the viewer's
exploration of the scene. The colors form a
nice red-green-blue complementary. Lovely.
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Peter Thomas is
in Florida, and
seeing a fresh
variety of subjects
guiding our eye.
He found a Florida
soft-shell turtle. I
wonder if the
snout is used to
find food. The
composition and
color are perfect.
(I recall seeing a
similar specie in
Tennessee around
1960. Editor ) It is a
nice discovery.

Mike Goldstein
previously shared
a dandelion image
and edited it to
explore a
suggestion to
brighten the
shadow areas in
the lower right
corner. This
subtle opening of
shadows works to
offer greater
context to the
image. Nice to
see follow ups.
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Connie Stirling-Engman's
current activity has
focused on intimate
wildflower subjects. This
trio of bloodroots has nice
composition of threes
with a newly emerging
flower not yet open. The
color is warm with true
whites. It's nice that she
got down low. That plays
a role in keeping the
background noncompetitive. Maybe the
right bloom could be a
tiny bit sharper?

This has been a nice sampling of some member's current projects. It is often difficult to offer only one
image when the complete set shared at the meeting deserves a second showing. But, instead of being
on page 7, we'd be on page 19 and likely it would be too large a newsletter (and require too much time
to assemble).
Thanks to everyone who shared.
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by Paul Schmitt
There are times when my creativity hits a lull. Often, the
camera sees too much. The message at right is about a
huge and very ancient maple tree that has been reduced
to a few green branches on some remaining limbs. It ws
captured on a brisk February day in 2021. It has
character plus history that is very important to people in
Big Flats and far beyond. It overlooks the spot where NY
Trooper Andrew Sperr was killed by bank robbers on
March 1, 2006. I see resilience in the tree.
Now, I want to add to a story book a new image with
leaves on the tree. I need to see the tree selectively as a
step to creating the photo. So, I went over to see the
tree on a quiet summer afternoon without my camera,
but with sketchbook and pencil. Try this yourself.

This was done in about 30 minutes. Looking at
the February photo, trunk is drawn too stocky.
I've gained understanding of the location of the
branches and which branches are wick. On the
cold February day with 25 mph winds, I did not
see the textures on the trunk; some areas are live
bark, and others to the right are bare wood. I
can see that moving to the right will benefit the
design since currently the two rightmost limbs are
slightly conjoined. I also see value in being in a
lower position so I can catch more sky. The time
to really look at the maple reveals more insights.
I will return with camera and tripod. Why tripod?
I can make and review small shifts and changes in
lens focal length. Call this increased form and
location awareness.
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A day later, I returned with a freshly visualized idea for the old maple tree. The evening light was warm,
and a dark set of storm clouds presented a nice background. I put the camera on a tripod set very low
to the ground. The lens was a 23 mm, and aperture of f/2.8 reduced the depth of field to the
foreground. Now aware of the branches' form, the result was satisfying to me.

There was one more thing I wanted to explore at the site.
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I wanted to relate the strength of the massive maple tree to the legacy of Andrew Sperr. His assailants
wounded him twice, but he had the strength to return fire and wound two of them. This led to their
quick apprehension before their crime spree could injure others. So, here is my final image.

I took care to place the top of the granite stone above the distant hills and shift position until the tips of
the tree did not touch the granite.
In this project I wanted to tell a story worth hearing. Seeing the tree was important.
In video creation, there is normally a planning process where the individual clips are planned with a
"story board". That is the direction I am now often using for my blogs. It is more rewarding than
disconnected images.
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